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Gaia: earth as a self-regulating organism
Tectonics: relating to connections and meeting of different elements
Geomorphology: the study of the forces that shape the surface of the earth
Psychology: the study of how humans think and feel
Ecology: the study of the relationships between different organisms and their environment.

Gaitectonics: a new landscape-architectural language and philosophical position concerned with the harmonization of the man-made and the natural
Geomorphological Psychoecology: humans’ psychological relationship to nature, influenced by geometries inspired by the non-anthropogenic processes that shape the surface of the earth.

Premises:

Environment influences psychology:
1. Humans perceive themselves as separate from nature.
2. According to cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and phenomenology, the environment influences the way people think, they way they feel, and the way they understand the world and their own identity.
3. Architectural psychology seeks to understand the psychological effects of the built environment on humans.

Humans are part of nature:
4. An ecological crisis exists, stemming from the antagonism of human civilization and the rest of the earth.
5. Humans and our creations are part of the unified ecology of plants, animals, and physical forces of the earth, despite the fact that we perceive ourselves as separate from nature.
6. Our actions are destructive to the rest of the ecological system, but could be harmonious with nature, like the actions of other life forms.

Survival historically necessitated separation of humans from nature:
7. For much of human history, shelter meant total protection from the natural elements and other animals.
8. The separation of humans from nature was necessary for human comfort, both physical and psychological.
9. An anthropogenic geometry clearly distinguished the man-made from the natural and marked the control of humans over the land.

Modernization has amplified the physical and psychological discord between humans and nature:
10. Industrial processes of resource extraction, production, consumption and waste have destroyed biodiversity and polluted the natural resources essential to human life.
11. Industrial products and distribution systems have enabled the geographic disconnect between the origin of products and their place of consumption.
12. Technology has enabled the creation of mechanical, digital, artificial and entirely anthropogenic ecology with a material and geometric manifestation that reinforces the psychological distinction between humans and nature.

The harmonization of humans and nature is the most advanced stage of civilization:
13. The cultural, scientific, and artistic achievements of modern civilization are of value
14. A regression of civilization into a pre-industrial or pre-agrarian state is unnecessary
15. We have the ability to dissolve the physical, psychological, and philosophical barrier between humans and nature that has been necessary for survival since the first human communities.

Thesis:
The built environment has engendered an anthropogenic psychoecology, that is, a psychological separation between humans and nature shaped by the contrasting man-made and natural geometries of our environment. A geomorphological psychoecology – a psychological relationship between humans and nature shaped by a seamlessly integrated landscape-architectural geometry – could engender the recognition that humans are part of nature. By thinking and feeling that humans and nature are one, our understanding of ourselves and of the world will lead us to develop a civilization that exists in harmony with the unified organism of the earth. This new, radically integrated geometry and philosophy of humans and nature is called Gaiatectonics.

Research for Defense:

Semester 1: Pittsburgh, USA
I will begin my research with the material that is most unfamiliar and that I expect to be most difficult, in an effort to eschew my architectural biases and preconceptions about the relationship of landscape, architecture, and psychology. After mid-review, I will enrich my understanding of the architectural-urban context into which my thesis fits. The final deliverable will be a thesis defense paper, and conceptual proposal(s) used to explore the potential architectural manifestations of Gaiatectonics.
Unit I: Earth System Science

Fluvial, Aeolian, and Tectonic Geomorphology: What are the non-anthropogenic processes that shape the surface of the earth? How can these be distilled into typological landscape-architecture elements?

Unit II: Social Sciences

Environmental Psychology: What does psychology reveal about how the environment influences how people think and act? How does the built environment influence humans’ perception of ourselves relative to nature in particular?

Evolutionary Aesthetics: What does evolutionary biology say about how our aesthetic sense been influenced by the need to survive? How have the parameters of survival changed, what are the implications for a new aesthetic?

Biophilia: What does psychology and philosophy suggest about the benefits of human-nature interaction?

Mid Review: Thesis Poster, Verbal Presentation and Research Booklet

Unit III: Landscape Architectural History, Theory & Practice

Pre-20th Century History and Theory of Landscape-Architecture Ecology: What attitudes and practices historically shaped humans’ relationship to the natural landscape? Why did these approaches arise, and what was their aim?

Landscape Urbanism: How and why are urban designers approaching the integration of landscape and the urban fabric? What were the methods and goals of 20th century Landscape Urbanism (Ville Radieuse/Corb; City Beautiful; Hellerau Garden City...)


Cross-Disciplinary Approaches to Landscape Architecture How are contemporary artists, geographers, and anthropologists exploring the relationship between landscape and humans? What kind of an integrated landscape-architectural language could arise from an interdisciplinary approach?
One of the greatest challenges of any psychophysiological theory is accounting for cultural differences that, as Edward T. Hall argued, radically change the parameters of a design problem. At the same time that anthropology argues culture influences the use of the body, biology proves that all humans are of a nearly identical genetic make-up with only superficial variations. Any theory of the mind-body must, therefore, contain elements of universal truth. A semester in Doha will give me the opportunity to embrace the challenge of integrating the universal and the specific, seeking to adapt Gaiatectonics to a historical, cultural, economic, and climatic context radically different than that of Pittsburgh. My areas of research need further development, along with a bibliography to support this research. The final project will be conceptual proposal for an integrated landscape-architectural urban intervention of infrastructural scale.

Unit IV: Physical Context

Arid and Coastal Geomorphology: What are the natural processes shaping Qatar’s landscape, and how are they different than those processes shaping Pittsburgh?

Rapid Urbanization in Doha: What are the environmental implications of Doha’s building and population boom?

Water Management: What are strategies for water conservation and passive cooling through evapotranspirative processes of plants?

Unit V: Social Context

Cross-Cultural Psychology: Examine methods and implications of transferability and culture-specificity in psychology.

Contemporary Architecture and Urbanization: What are current approaches to new architecture in Doha?

Mid Review: Thesis Poster, Verbal Presentation and Research Booklet

Unit VI: Architectural History, Theory, and Precedent

Islamic Architectural History and Theory: What does traditional Islamic architecture reveal about humans’ philosophical, spiritual, and practical relationship to nature?
Vernacular Intelligence: What are the bioclimatic strategies and renewable local materials used in traditional architecture in Qatar?

Final Review: Graphic and Verbal Thesis Defense and Thesis Booklet

Alternate Second Semester In Pittsburgh:
Join Dana Cupkova’s studio and focus on applying computational design/systems thinking to the development of Gaiatectonics through a landscape-urbanist intervention along the Allegheny River or in Oakland.

Reading Schedule: Bold indicates high-priority readings; Italics indicate lower-priority readings that will only be covered if time permits

7 Weeks to Mid Review...

Unit I: Earth System Science

Week 1: Introduction to Geomorphological Processes (Sept 4 – 11)

Article discussing difference between tectonic forces and hydrological and aeolian forces in shaping the topology of mountainous regions.

Overview of effects of geomorphology on climate change, tools and technology used to make geomorphological predictions, and problems in geomorphology.

Overview of history of fluvial geomorphology and progress in ten major areas of research in the subject.

Overview of contemporary developments in coastal geomorphology, including studies of anthropogenic vs. natural forcings in erosion.


Survey of papers dealing with arid geomorphology, that is, how the earth’s surface is changed by wind (aeolian) forces in arid climates. This article will be most useful if I continue my thesis in Qatar.


Study looking at the effect of root systems and soil type on mitigating erosion during floods; concludes that the effects of root systems (as opposed to above-soil plants) is more significant that previously thought. Could inspire a strategy for integrated landscape-architecture structural mesh reducing erosion during floods...


Discussion of the influence of Darwin’s study of worms, the first to examine the role of fauna in effecting geomorphology.


Looking at the field of natural disaster prediction, and parameters developed by geomorphologists that could be applied to social sciences dealing with the same issues.

**Week 2: Geomorphological Ecology (Sept 11 – 18)**


Describes the field of geomorphology, its relevance to environmental issues, and common misconceptions about the field.


Overview of where geomorphology is today and its potential relevance to understanding Earth science systems and addressing sustainability issues.

Dadson, Simon. “Geomorphology and Earth system science.”
http://ppg.sagepub.com/content/34/3/385 (Accessed 10 Aug 2013)
Discussion of the relationship between the surface of the earth and all chemical and biological processes, and the need for geomorphology and other natural and social sciences to better collaborate in the development of a comprehensive Earth system science (ESS).

Looking at relationship between the flow of sediments, erosion, and biodiversity.

Discussion of the carbon cycle and how geomorphology can play an important role in understanding it.

Article discusses the damage that traditional engineering attitudes have done to the Nature, and how geomorphology offers an alternative approach more likely lead to a harmonious coexistence of humans and the natural environment, specifically looking at river management.

Week 3: Applications of Geomorphological Form-Finding (Sept 18-25)

Additional readings on geomorphological form-finding processes and relevant computational approaches to be determined after discussion with Dana Cupkova.

Unit II: Social Sciences

Week 4, 5: Environmental Psychology and Philosophy (Sept. 25 – Oct. 9)

Discussion of the relationship between architecture and cognitive neuroscience, with chapters focused on education environments, the workplace, elderly housing, and sacred places.

Collection of essays looking at sustainable practices from a phenomenological perspective.
Collection of essays exploring landscape from the perspective of art, literature, and architecture.

Precisely what I am interested in!

Additional readings to be determined based on suggestions of Charles Kemp, my Cognitive Psychology professor, covering works by William White, Robert Summer, and Christopher Alexander.

**Week 6: Biophilia and Evolutionary Aesthetics (Oct 9 – 16)**

A series of experiments and a critical analysis of the difference between direct experience of nature and nature mediated through digital technology, claiming that “technological nature is better than no nature, but still not as good as nature itself.” Why direct interaction with physical nature is still important!

Essays on the benefits of interacting with nature for children and adolescents.

Essays on the relationship of nature to spirituality, ethics, psychology, and culture.

A comprehensive collection of essays on the history, theory and practice of biophilic design.

Essays on educational practices that engage nature and ecology; useful for the educational component of my thesis.

Presentation of research into the relationship between people, landscape, and urban environments with an eye towards sustainable interaction.
Readings on evolutionary aesthetics to be determined, based on suggestions by Charles Kemp.

**Week 7: Synthesis (Oct 16-23)**
Preparation of thesis poster summarizing my Thesis and key research findings for defense, along with graphic and verbal presentation of written, visual (and physical?) research artefacts for Mid Review.

**Mid Semester Break (Oct 18-20)**

**Mid Review: Oct 23**

**Unit III: Landscape Architectural History, Theory & Practice**

**Week 8: Vernacular Architecture (Oct 23 – 30)**

Examples of strategies in relating architecture and landscape in cultures across the world.

Investigation of the ways in which humans have manipulated the landscape across history to “express concepts of power, comfort, mystery, etc.”

Ceremonial movement across religious landscapes.

*History and theory of Chines garden design.*

*A good resource for images of garden and palace architecture in Iran.*

*Resource on Islamic gardens and architecture.*

**Week 9: The Picturesque and The Sublime (Oct 30 - Nov 6)**
What appears to be a classic text of the Picturesque.

Nine essays covering the history of the Picturesque in France and England, influences of Ruskin’s architectural theory and J.M.W. Turner’s paintings, and the relevance of the Picturesque to Modern and contemporary landscape architecture. Focus on the Picturesque as the assertion of human will to control the forces of nature for our own pleasure.

Classic text on Picturesque landscape.

*Potential resource on Soane’s spaces and the Picturesque.*

Essay on the Sublime.

**Week 10: Landscape Architecture Theory and Criticism (Nov 6 – Nov 13)**

Comprehensive anthology of historic and contemporary landscape architecture theory.

Collection of essays to provoke thought on definitions of landscape...

Collection of essays on spatial cognition, urbanism, behavior, contemporary and future landscapes.

Essays on environmental ethics in art and landscape design.


**Week 11: Cross-Disciplinary Approaches to Landscape Architecture (Nov 13-20)**


Halprin, Lawrence., et al. *Where the Revolution Began: Lawrence and Anna Halprin and the Reinvention of Public Space*. Washington, DC: Spacemaker Press, 2009. Examination of the work and design approaches of landscape architect Laurence Halprin, including his collaborations with his wife, the famed choreographer Anna Halprin. Relating landscape architecture and Anna Halprin’s work, which deals with kinaesthesia, the body in space, relating to others, and using movement as a tool for physical healing and conflict resolution, could be extremely interesting.

A collection of essays looking at architecture from the perspective of users and society.

A collection of essays on sustainable landscape practices from the standpoint of public policy.

**Week 12: Landscape Urbanism (Nov 20 – 27)**

Collection of essays focusing on landscape architecture in the urban context.

Collection of essays by the seminal landscape architect.

Historical overview of landscape architecture and planning in Europe.

Collection of essays focusing on landscape architecture in the urban context.

Precedents may include Ville Radieuse/Corb; City Beautiful; Hellerau Garden City.
Additional resources to be determined in discussion with Rami.

**Thanksgiving Break: Wednesday Nov 27 – Sunday Dec 1)**


A perfect resource for my thesis, featuring work of contemporary architects designing architecture as landform.

Collection of essays on forces, geography, choreography, the body, and the integration of landscape and architecture.

Examples of integrated landscape and architecture.

Precedents: Plasma Studio, Zaha Hadid, Weiss/Manfreddi, UNStudio, Diller Scofidio + Renfro, TerraformONE, Watergy Group/Marco Schmidt, Claude Parent & Paul Virilio, Le Corbusier, F. L. Wright, Paul Rudolf, Buckminster Fuller, Paolo Solari

**Final Review: Sunday, Dec 8**

Week 15: Thesis Book Preparation (Dec 4 – 13)

**Thesis Book Submission (Fri, Dec 13)**

Contemporary Practice of Landscape Architecture – Whenever I get a chance…

Potentially useful look at recent theoretical and practical approaches in landscape and urbanism, topological/blob architecture…

Potentially useful look at contemporary research in landscape architecture.

Essays and case studies extremely relevant to the Pittsburgh context.

Comprehensive collection of worldwide case studies in landscape architecture and urban planning. Images, drawings, and inspiration.

Collection of potentially inspiring essays on landscape architecture

Resource for contemporary landscape architecture firms and projects leveraging digital design tools to develop organic form.

Reference Materials:

**Representational Techniques**

This DVD discusses the importance of image in conveying landscape architecture and the wide variety of digital and analog methods available.

Potentially useful reference for design and representational techniques.

This examination of various historic and contemporary representational methods in the design and presentation of landscape architecture will be useful for me as I explore hybrid analog-digital representation.

**Landscape Materials and Construction**

Resource for innovative materials.

Useful resource for regenerative landscape techniques.

**Bioclimatic Design**

Reference for bioclimatic design strategies, with a focus on outdoor spaces. Relevant to design of pavilions in my project.

**Green Roofs/Walls**
Lots of examples of integrated landscape and architecture.

Explains purpose and benefits of green roofs; methods of design and construction.

Reference for techniques and inspiration in green walls.

**Site Engineering and Sustainability**

Comprehensive guide to water management, waste management, soils, plants, climate management, and sustainable practices in landscaping.


Useful reference for sustainable approaches in landscape design.
Semester 2: Preliminary Reading List

Urban Infrastructure and the Experience of Movement

Collection of essays on movement through historic and contemporary landscapes.

Looking at the experience of the landscape through transportation and the physical imprint of transport infrastructure on the landscape.

Collection of essays looking at infrastructure as architecture.

Essays (in German and English) looking at movement as an urban and cultural force.

Space Syntax

Discussion of space syntax principles in urban design.

Analysis of some of the faults with space syntax in predicting human movement in urban environments, and suggestions for how it could be improved.

Editorial discussing issues around space syntax from the perspective of historic cities.
**Indoor /Outdoor Space**

Inspiration from recent landscape design.

A collection of contemporary interior design with a focus on the relationship of the inside to outside, accompanied with essays by architects and architectural theorists.

Tons of examples of indoor/outdoor spaces by noted architects.

**Landscape Art:**

Features the work of sculptor Daan Roosegaarde, which uses digital technology to facilitate human interaction with the landscape, in an effort to bridge the gap between man and nature that technology has created.

Features work by sculptors blurring lines between architecture, landscape and art.

Artistic and literary reflections on landscape, featuring installation and performance art.

Very interesting book looking at the work of Fox Lin an OdescO that uses computation, robotics, and digital interfaces to explore kinetic architecture.